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I. INTRODUCTION 

In connection with it::> task of assisting developing countries to achieve 

sustainable development, UNIQO is concerned abou~ the on-going efforts of 

industrialized countries to promote eco-labelling, environmental management 

systems and environmental auditing. These efforts may inadvertently reduce the 

export competitiveness and marke~ access of developing countries until a 

greater understanding is reached. 

The sheer number and diversity of these various aspects of eco-labelling 

is overwhelming. The numerous national initiatives, primarily government 

sponsored, began when the German government introduced the "Blue Angel" eco

label in 1978. It now covers m~re than J,500 products in al~ost 80 categories. 

Canada was the second country to initiate an eco-labelling scheme, 

"Environmental Choice Program", in 1988, and Japan launched its scheme,"Eco 

Hark", in 1989. There are now approximately twenty national eco-labelling 

schemes worldwide including these in several developing countries, such as the 

Republic of Korea ("Ecomark"), !ndia ("Ecomark"), Brazil ("Green Seal"I and 

Sin9apore ("Green Label"). The European Union (EU) has developed an eco

l;;IJ . .;11 ing scheme that is intended to replace the national labelling programmes 

nt member States, and it is new being implemented. 

National environmental auditing schemes also emerged during the same 

tune frame, but were much more the initiati••e of industry than government. 

The;· started in the United States with the development of environmental 

c.uclit.ing in the 1970s as part of t.he activities of the Securities and Exch;inge 

CrJmm~ssion. In the 1980s industry groups and associations, such as the 

Cdnarlian Chemical Manufactures Association, took th~ initiative to prnmote 

env1r·onmental auditing. The International Chamber of Commerce issued its 

initial guidelines on environmental auditing in 1989. A major impetus in this 

;JI"e<1 was the 1990 European Commis:oion proposal for a directive outlininr1 fo1 

r1u1rlel inris on eco-auditing. In preparinq its guidelines, the EU fo1·nv1! Ii 

int.r·c,ouced the crincep•. nf Pn'Jir(Jnmen~.al management systems. It:; Er·o

M·1n.ir}'!ment. and Aud.• t s.:.1 !rn'! (r:P.AS), a regulation, was adopted in l9')J rind 

1,,.,·dme effect.ive in April l'J95. Parallel with this effort, t.hf! fl1·it.i:;h 

:;1 .. rnrl.-tnls Institution prep;ircrl a st.rindard, BS 7750, which was i r;suf:'rl in J rJ97., 

t i;•ld t.ested and then reissued in 1994. The EU Regulation also r;purn"!rl Francr!, 
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Ireland and Spain to issue their own national standards in 1993. During the 

same time period, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa also published their 

national standards. 

The growing diversity of activities related to environmental management 

and the need for wider government involvement, as well as the success of the 

ISO 9000 Series on Quality Management Systems, also encouraged the 

International Standards Organization (ISO) to enter the field of environmental 

management. In 1991, ISO and the International Electrotechnical Commission 

(IEC) created the Strategic Advisory Group on the Environment (SAG~), a panel 

of experts from member countries. SAGE considered whether inte1national 

management standards would achieve the following: 

* 

* 

Promote an approach to environmental manage~ent similar to the approach 

for quality manage~ent. 

Enhance an organization's ability to improve its environmental 

performance and to measure the improvement. 

Facilitate trade and the removal of trade barriers. 

The Technical Management Board of ISO followed SAGE's recol!lffiendation and 

created Technical Committee 207 (TC 207) in 1993 to develop interna~ional 

environmental managEment standards (ISO 14000 series). 

Chapter II of this paper starts by describing potential trade barriers 

and the environmental shortcomings of unilateral eco-labelling schemes. It 

then summarizes the proposed standard for eco-labelling ( TC 207/CD 14020 ) 

and describes the extent to which the proposed standard addresses those 

concerns. 

Chapter III starts with a brief overview of the proposed standards for 

environmental management systems TC 207/CD 14000 and 14001 and 

environmental auditing ( TC 207/CD 14010, 14011 AND 14012 ), followed by a 

short rlescription of the possible effects that EMAS might have for the TC 207 

standards. Next, it describes potential trade barriers tor developing 

countries associated with the proposed standarcs. 
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Chapter IV proposes some opt ions that would n~spond to developing 

countries• ccncerns. Chapter V is a brief concluding section. 

II. ECO-LABELLING 

A. Definition 

Eco-labelling means the voluntary use of labels to inform consumers that 

a product has been determined to be environmentally more friendly than other 

products of the same category. Since no absolutely ecologically sound products 

exist and every product has some negative impact during its lifetime, all eco

labelling systems are relative in the sens? that they draw attention to 

products that are less harmful than similar products. Eco-labelling aims at 

infl·1encing both consumer behaviour and the product• s design in favour of 

these environment-friendly products and technologies. In markets where 

consumers prefer environment-friendly (green) products, eco-labels serve as 

a marketing tool. 

Before a proper eco-labelling system can be established, a number of 

steps have to be taken: 

• The product group to be labelled must be designated in such a way that 

it is clear which products belong to the group and which do not. The 

pr~ducts should be competitive and basically fulfil the same purpose. 

A set of criteria must be chosen on the basis of which a license can 

be awarded to use the eco-label. These criteria must be defined so that 

they are measurable by standardized methods. There must alsc be an 

assessment of the ecological impact of the product during its life

cycle, including resource extraction, production, distribution, use, 

consumption and disposal. Such an assessment reflects an approach known 

aF the cradle-to-grave approach. 

* Reasonable limits (thresholds) for the selected criteria must be set. 

The setting of the limits is basically a political question. It is often 

handled in such a way that about 20 per cent of the products within d 

product group will merit the eco-label. 
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It has also been proposed to establish a scoring or grading system to 

sum up the assessment of the product. This would entail weighing the 

various criteria. 

Methods of certification a~d verification (Self-declaration or third

party declaration, for example) should be decided on. 

B. Potential trade barriers associated with 

unilateral eco-labelling schemes 

1. Scarcity of information 

Because there is such a great variety of eco-labelling schemes, it may 

be hard to obtain information on the requirements of any given scheme. Without 

information on which country has developed or is goin~ to develop such a 

scheme, foreign producers are unable to participate in that development or to 

voice their concerns. Even if the foreign producer~ are given the information, 

it is often neither timely nor accurate, and they are likely, particularly 

those from developing countries, to remai~ behind in adjusting to the new 

requirements. The lack of (timely) information may be aggravated by rapid 

changes ~n the requirements of overseas eco-labelling schemes. Uncertainty 

about the contents of the requirements and their period of validity may cause 

delays in investment decisions aime1 dt adjusting to those requirements. 

The access to and demdnd for information depends furthermore on factors 

such as (a) the firm size, (b) the relati0nship with buyers/importers and (c) 

the size of the importing market. 

2. Lack of technology 

The criteria, in particular process-related ones, and thresholds may be 

so restrictive that a specific cleaner technology or production proces3 is 

called for. Manufacturers from developing countries may not yet use these 

cleaner technologies, and installing them may force existing facilities to be 

scrapped. 
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Cleaner technologies are not, for the most part, readily available in 

developing countries, and purchasing them usually involves high costs. 

However, while larger firms may have the necessary funds and better access to 

such technology than smal~ and medium-size enterprises (SMEs), generally all 

firms f~ce the same problem, namely, what is meant by "cleaner" technology . 

The definit~on may differ from country to country: it may simply depend on 

what technology is available in the importing country or it may be based on 

regulations tnere. 

3. Lack of infrastructure (certification/accreditation) 

Measurements to assess whether the requirements of an eco-labelling 

scheme are being met are another concern for developing countries. Hardly any 

developing countries have their own capacity to assess conforr..ity with the 

requirements of eco-labelling schemes in other countries. There are several 

reasons !or this. First, most developing countries simply cannot afford to 

establish such a capacity. Secondly, they do not have the technical staff or 

the knowledge and skills to conduct such assessments. Thirdly, there are few, 

if any, testing laboratories. And lastly, certificates granted by domestic 

certification bodies may not be credible in the eyes of importers and 

consumers in the targeted market. The problem becomes even worse when it is 

remembered that the certification bodies would have to certify against the 

iequirements of more than 20 different eco-labelling schemes. 

The fact that eco-labelling schemes are more and more being based on 

process-related criteria makes conformity assessment even more complicated. 

These criteria require proof of compliance in all production phases, even 

those that take place out3ide the control of the firm that makes the final 

product. 

Because developing countries may lack both infrastructure and 

credibility, most foreign eco-labelling schemes will insist on on-site 

inspect ions by authorities appointed by them or on certification by an 

internationally recognized certification body. The French eco-labellir.g 

scheme, for example, insists that an on-site inspection should be conducted 

by a ~~rtified official of the standard-setting authority AFNOR. The Oeko-Tex 
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standards for textiles
1 

require certification by institutes belonging to the 

International Association for Resedrch and Testing in the Field of Textile 

Ecology. The applicant has to provide one of these institutes with samples of 

the product to be labelled and, furthermore,· has to expla~n to the institute 

the measures taken to ensure that all the prod~c~s manufactured and/or sold 

are of the same quality. 

4. Costs of adjustment 

The development, implementation and operc.tion of an eco-labelling scheme 

may entail high costs for companies that do any of the following to meet the 

requirements of eco-labels: 

* Purchase specific chemicals and other inputs: Certain criteria require 

specific inputs, leading to additional costs, and they may even have to 

be purchased abroad.
2 

Suppliers of input materials may use different 

production and process methods (PPMs) than required for the final 

* 

product. The manufacturer then has the choice to change to another 

specialized supplier or to try to influence the PPMs of his present 

supplier. Either way this will cause additional costs. While large 

firms may be able to bear them, this will normally be very difficult 

for SMEs from developing countries. 

Procure new technologies: The increasing use of process-related 

criteria might require the use of specific technologies that are 

difficult t.o get or ar~ expensive. In other cases, it might only 

require modernization of the equipment, but at a m~nimum that would be 

disruptive of production processes. 

* Conduct research studies: The use of process-related criteria calls for 

an extensive, and therefore costly, life cycle annlysis of the products 

manufacti..;red. 

1 
Oeko-tex .s a normative document published by the International 

Association for Renearch and Testing in th~ Field of Textile Ecology. 

2 
The requirement to use specific raw materials or chemicals may in 

soma caaes be justifiable, taking into account aspecta of human health 
;ind nafnty. 
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• Assess conformity: Conformity assessment becomes more complicated and 

expensive if all phases of the production process must be assessed, 

including those that take place outside the control of the company 

manufacturing the final product. 

• Train personnel and, if necess&ry restructure the organization: At a 

minimum, the criteria wo~ld probably require additional training of the 

work force to meet the new product specifications. They might even 

Lequi~e revamping the organizational structure to ensure that product 

specifications are met. In addition, if there are PPM-related criteria, 

many additional personnel would need training. 

The costs of compliance measurements become even more onerous if an 

applicant has to comply with the requirements of many different eco-labelling 

schemes. Furthermore, the cost of measures aimed at environmental protection 

may incrP.ase when environment costs (social costs) are more fully 

in~ernalized. To some extent, however, such measurements may also result in 

cost savings, which may offset some of the compliance costs. 

Developing countries often find it difficult to bear the costs of 

compliance not only because they lack the necessary fund~ but also because 

existing funds compete for other, more urgent environmental and social 

problems. If, for instance, a company in a developing country facing water 

pollution pro~lems is required by an importer to take measures protecting air 

quality in order to obtain the label, it may not. be able to meet this 

requirement because domestic environmental regulations mandate water 

protection, which absorbs all the company's financial resources. 

5. Selection of product categories and criteria 

Domestic producers can more easily influence the selection of new 

product categories to be granted a label than can foreign producers, thus 

excluding products that are of export interest to foreign producers. In 

Germany and Canada, for example, more than 70 per cent of the proposals for 

new product categories are made by domestic industry. Foreign producers are 

concerned about losing market access because their formerly competitive 

products would not be able to obtain an eco-label. This situation arises 
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mainly because developing countries• producers do not participate in the 

selection of product categori~s or because they have no funds for research on 

product categories suitable for labelling. 

The same problem occurs in determining the criteria for awarding an eco

label. Because domestic producers have a greater input, the criteria may be 

particularly problematic for foreign exporters. They may focus on 
environmental attributes that can be met more easily by domestic tirms because 

they are already part of the domestic regulatory scneme. Certain criteria may 

require the use of an input (for example, a dyestuff) that is not available 

in the developing country. Altern3tively, more emphdsis on recycling might 

force developing countr.y producers to use materials that can be recycled in 

the i.mporting country even though these materials are less environment

friendly than the materials traditionally used in the producing country. In 

the end, the determination of criteria and thresholds may be so narrow as to 

focus mainly on the economic and environmental c'Jncerns of the importing 

country, not taking into account the environment-friendly inputs and/or PPMs 

available in developing countries. Any environmental achievements by 

manufactur~rs in developing countries that are not addressed by the criteria 

of a particular eco-labelling scheme will be overlooked. 

These concerns become even more serious when it is considered that many 

criteria and their thresholds are not objective or have no scientific basis.3 

It is difficult to compare the different environmental impacts addressed in 

the eco-criteria. For example, on which basis should one decide which of two 

products is more environment-friendly? One product is produced by an energy

intensive process but causes low emissions. The other is produced with little 

input of energy but causes high emissions. Since there is no agreement on how 

to weigh different environmental impacts nor is there a procedure for 

evaluating the net or total environmental impact of a product, the 

determination of eco-criteria and their ~evels inevitably involves value 

judgements . 

... 
3 

The inadequacy of scientific data makes it difficult fnr the 
instit1Jtions to select appropriate criteria for granting the eco-label or 
to set thresholds for those criteria.rt will lead to poor decisions 
based on jud~cments that lack objectivity and may Heverely affect 

international trade. 
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c. Environmental shortcomings 

Although eco-!ahelling scheilles aim at protecting the environment dnd 

thus contributing to an increase in welfare, several aspects of them may be 

inefficient from the environmental point of view: 

* To assess the social costs of environmental protection and resource 

depletion associated with the production and consumption of a product, 

it is necessary to first assess the total environmental impact. As 

mentioned above, there is still no scientific basis for weighing 

different environmental impacts or for evaluating the overall 

e1.vironmental impact of a product. Therefore, any measures undertaken 

on the basis of uncertain scientific data may lead to even greater 

environmental damage. This does not mean eco-labelling schemes should 

be abolished but rather that research efforts should be greater. 

The difficulties of developing a comprehensive set of criteria often 

cause all but the most important environmental impacts in a product's 

life cycle to be ignored. Criteria are then derived addressing the mwst 

important aspects. This will of course invclve a large n~mber of value 

judgements, which ar.e not very objective from the environmental point 

of view. Environmental efforts in areas not covered by these criteria 

will simply be disregarded. 

* The criteria and thresholds 3re likely to be based on dorr.estic 

production patterns and to focus on local eco1omic and environmental 

conditions an<..I priorities. Environmental c:rnditions, especially 

assimilative cap~cities, vary among countries. As a resul~, process

related criteria set up by thP. developed country may not reflect the 

developing country's environmental realities and goals and may therefore 

be inefficjent from the environmental poir.t of view. Foreign producers 

will have to divert scarce capital resources fro~ projects of greater 

environmental importance to those of lesser importance, thus leading to 

a suboptimal a~location of resources. 
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D. TC 207/CD 14020 

TC 207 has defined three types ~f labelling systems that promote the 

environmental virtues of a product: 

* EL-type I: Third-party certified eco-labelling programme based on 

several criteria. 

* EL-type :r: Environmental claims by the manufacturer. 

* EL-type III: Quantitative information that has been independently 

verified using preset indices. 

The main objectives of the proposed standards for EL-type I (TC 207/CD 

14020) are to promote market driven demand for and supply of products that 

reduce stress on the environment, to avoid compromising product safety or 

significantly affecting product function and to provide accurate, verifiable 

and relevant information to the consumer. 

The standards require adherence to the fol lowing pr-inciples. First, eco-

labelling schemes must be voluntary. Secondly, to make them credible, two 

conditions must be met: (a) Transparency (sound scientific methods, repeatable 

and reproducible, for developing the criteria; consultation with interested 

groups); (b) Third-party certification. Thirdly, the products have to comply 

with the environmental regulations wf the country where they are manufactured 

and the country where they are being marketed. Fourthly, eco-labelling schemes 

should take a cradle-to-grave ~pproach to avoid the transfer of environmental 

stress across media. Lastly, they should not discriminate in their treatment 

of domestic and foreign goods. 

E. Effects of TC 207/CD 14020 

The proposed standards will lessen or even eliminate ' some of the 
concerns mentioned above: 
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• The lack of information can be remedied by providing more transparency 

anct communicating information en criteria, certification and award 

procedures to interested pQrties. Transparency involves allowing the 

interested parties to participate in developing criteria and 

certification procedures as well as notifying both domestic and foreign 

producers at an early stage about the product categories and criteria. 

• Problems related to certification/accreditation and credibility can be 

largely solved by the provisions of the pr~posed standard. The proposed 

standard prnvides guidance on certification ~rocedures. It contains the 

various procedures for a~sessing conformity that prevail in different 

countries as a result of different circumst3.nces, e.g. leoal frameworks. 

To makt ~n eco-label more credible, the standard calls for third-party 

certification. 

* To mitigate some of the problems arising from the selection of eco

cr iteria, the proposed standard suggests that the criteria should be 

objective, comprehensive, tran~parent and relevant, taking into account 

the use of natural resources as well as environmental burdens across all 

media. They should be periodically reviewed in the 1 ight of new 

technologies, new products on the market etc. and should be based on 

proven technical and scientific assessment. 

* Addressing the potential environmental shortcomings of eco-labelling 

schemes the proposed standard calls for the following: First, in order 

to achieve a real reduction of stresses on the environment and not to 

merely transfer stress across media or the life cycle stages of a 

product, eco--labelling schemes should be based on a comprehensive, 

cradle-to-grave approach to setting criteria. Secondly, the requiremE.nts 

for compliance with environmental process-related regulations at the 

producing site must be flexible and take into account, where possible, 

the producing country's own environmental requirements. 

Althour1h this general guideline will hel'p to harmonize the various 

unilateral eco-lahelling schemes and will therefore make corrpliance with the 

rer1uin•mr>nts for obtaining the eco-label easier, it will not abolish all 

prnl>!Pmr; ,;ind concerns. The problem of inadequate or non-existent 
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infrastructure and technical capabilities for certification will remain. Nor 

can the standards solve the problem of appropriate technology. The costs of 

adjustment will probably be somewhat lessened by harmonization but will remain 

a considerable obstacle for most producers in developing countries. In setting 

up eco-criteria, scientific evidence will often be lacking because of the 

dearth of research institutes or knowledge and skills. 

III. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITING 

A. Definition 

In this context, environmental manaJement systems are understood as the 

organizaticinal structure, responsibilities, practices, processes and ::-esources 

for implementing and maintaining environmental management. The latter 

comprises those aspects of the overall management function of an organization 

that develop, achieve, implement and maintain its environmental policy and 

objectives. Environmental management systems should enable organizations to 

achieve and demonstrate sound environmental performance by controlling the 

environmental impact of their activities, products and services, taking into 

account self-determined environmental policy and objectives. It also enables 

an organization to anticipate and meet growing environmental performance 

expectations, to ensure ongoing compliance with national and/or international 

requirements and to continually improve its environmental performance. 

Environmental auditing is a systematic, documented process by which 

evidence is obtained and evaluated to determine whether an environmental 

activity, event, condition, management system or information about these 

matters conforms with audit criteria, with the results being communicated. EA 

aims at verifying and improving environmental performance by ascertaining 

conformity, proper implementation and maintenance of an environmental 

manageme11t system and identifying areas of potential improvement within the 

system 
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B. TC 207 working documents 

1. TC 207/CD 14000 and TC 207/CD 14001: Envir.onmental management systems 

The general purpose of TC 207/CD 14000 ~s to assist organizations that 

are implementing or improving an environmental management system. It gives 

thern a methodology for doing so. TC 207/CD 14001 specifies the core elements 

of such a system. It contains those system elements that may be objectively 

audit~d for certification/registration purpcses and for self-declaration4 

purposes. While it does not specify environmental performance criteria, it 

does require an organization to formulate a policy and objectives taking into 

account legislative requirements and information about significant impacts. 

To be effective, an environmental management system should have a number of 

core elements: 

* Environmental policy: Statement of the organization's intentions and 

principles in relation to environmental performar.ce. 

* Planning: Includes the identification of environmental aspects and 

iegal requirements as well as the setting of objectives and an 

environmental management programme. 

* Implementation: Structures, responsibilities, training, awareness, 

communication, documentation, control and emergency preparedness. 

* Regular checking and corrective actions: Includes monitoring, 
measuring and auditing. 

* Management review: Check on the continuing suitability, adequacy and 

effectiveness of the system in the light of its objectives and changing 

circumstances. 

2. TC 207/CD 14010, TC 207/CD 14011 and TC 207/CD 14012: 

Environmental auditing 

The general purpose of TC 207/CD 14010 is to provide organizations and 

their clients ~ith the general principles of environmental audits. Some ~f the 

main principles are: 

4 
Self-declaration r8fers to a unilateral statement by a manufacturer 

that it has an environmental management system in place. 
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• Envircnmental auditing should be based on defined objectives. 

• The environmental auditing process, its findings and conclusions should 
be objecth·e. 

* Environmental auditing should be performed in a systematic manner. 

* Environmental auditing criteria should be determined. 

* Collection, analyses, interpretation and doc~mentation of appropriate 

information to be used as ev~dence in the auditing process. 

TC 207/CD 14011 provides procedures for the conduct of environmental 

management system audits. Steps to be taken for planning and performing an 

audit are: (a) initiating the audit, (b) preparing the audit, (c) executing 

the audit and (d) Audit report and records. 

TC 207/CD 14012 addresses the qualification criteria tor internal 

auditors. These criteria cover education and wo:k experience, training, 

personal attributes and skills, maintenan~e of competence, language. 

c. Effects of EKAS on TC 207 Working documents 

The Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EM.AS) of the EU was adopted in July 

1993 and opened to company participation on 10 April 1995. It is a market

based initiative and, like TC 207/CD 14001, a voluntary option for companies. 

The principle objective of EMAS is to improve a site's environmental 

performance and to provide environmental performance data to the marketplace 

so that better performance becomes a market factor. EMAS requires companies 

to establish an environmental policy, including commitments to improve 

environmental performance, to carry out an environmental review, to develop 

a site environmental programme and management system, to deliver that 

programme, to audit the performan~e anr. the system and to provide information 

to the public in the form of an environmental statement. Before a site can be 

registered, it is examined by external, accredited, third-party environmental 
verifier_. 

As a regulation, EMAS is binding on the 15 EU member States. They must 

establish the administrative structures set out in the regulation, which allow 

companies to participate. 
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Since an international standard is not automatically binding on the 

members (i.e., EU and EFTA countries) of the Con.ite Europeen de Normalization 

(CEN) when TC 207/CD 14001 is adopted, CEN members may continue to operate 

their own national standards for environmental management systems. (Currently, 

France, Spain, Ireland and the United Kingdom have national standards.) The 

worse-case scenario could, therefore, be a plethora of national standards for 

environmental management systems running in parallel to an international ISO 

standard. However, if CEN adopts TC 207/CD 14001, all its members must remove 

their equivalent national standards. 

Some of the main differences between the proposed TC 207 /CD 14001 

standard and the EMAS-regulation are listed in table 1. First, under TC 207/CD 

14001 an organization's environmental performance can be improv~d only 

indirectly, as a result of improving its environmental management system, 

whereas under EMAS environmental performance improvement is focused on 

directly. Thus, TC 207/CD 14001 is considerably weaker than EMAS. Secondly, 

unlike EMAS, TC 207/CD 14001 policy distances top manage~ent from any personal 

commitment to improving environmental performance. This indirect commitment 

is another reason why the ISO 14001 draft is considered to be weaker. Lastly, 

TC 207/CD 14001 is more prescriptive about structure and responsibility, 

training and awareness and document control than EMAS, giving the impression 

that its management system will be more heavily documented and, possibly, more 

bureaucratic than that of EMAS. The SO:l'ewhat negative view many businesses 

have about ISO 9000, namely that the standard has little to do with good 

quality and much to do with documentation, could be repeated with TC 207/CD 

14001. 

D. Potential trade barriers aosociated with TC 207/CD 14001 

TC 207/CD 14001 relates to the certification of organizations. Although 

it requires the c0nsideration of products, certificates will be grar1ted only 

to an organization and not to the product itself. Therefore TC 207/CD 14001 

will create no obvious barriers to trade dS would eco-labellin9 schemes. 

However, despite the fact that TC 20 /CD 14001 states in its introrluction that 

the standard "should not be used to create non-tariff trade barrierG", the 

potential to create trade barriers do(1 exist within the draft. 
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Table 1. Differences between TC 207/CD 14001 and EMAS 

TC 207/CD 14001 EMAS 

A draft standard An EU legislative instrument, i.e. 
a regulation 

Applies to the international arena Applies across the whole of the EU 

Can .ipply to the whole organization Applies to sites only 
or part of an organization 

Applicable to an organization's Restricted to site-specific 
activities, products and services industridl activit~es 
in any secto!· 

Applicable t.o nc: ~ndustrial Non-industrial activities can only 
activities e.g. . c:tnspor':. and local be included on an experimental 
government basis 

Focuses on organizatio:;.s Direct focuses on er.·:.ronmental 
implementing environmental performance irnpr2·.·er:-.e:-.-. s at a sit£: 
manageme::ct. systems; i.ndirect link and the prc;•Jision o~ :nfc:rmat.ion 
to enviro!1mental Lmprovements to the public 
emerging from t 1\e system 

Review ( identification of Initial en·.· i ronmenta: review 
environmental aspe-=ts) suggested in essential 
annex 4.2.1 but not a specification 
of the draft standard 

Environmental policy commitment to Environment.a~ pol lC'f cn:-nrn1 t.ment to 
continuous improvement of con':.inuous impro· .. 'e1r.f"!r. ~- Ci f 

environmental management system and environmen':al per f ·;r::-.a ~ice and 
compl i:rnce with relevant compliance · .. nth r· t-~ l f.! ·: rl n t 

environmental legislation environmenti'l 1 e(J l s : .:i ~- ~ .-:; r. 

Environmental management audits Environmental audit. assess~s 
concerned with the assessment of management systems, proce~ses, 

environmental management systems factual data and en•J: ronrr.enta l 
only performance 

Frequency of audits not spet..ified Maximum audit. f rer;11er. -:i' spPci!ied 
at 3 years 

Only the environmental policy must A descript;c-,n () t r f'.f: '· r: ·.· ; r· J nrr.e n t. a l 
be publicly available policy, pr. ]r-s:n:r.•· sr. :; .. -s :: ,, 11err1e r~ t. 

system made pu;Jl i •· l i ~1·:d1~.-lble in 
the staterr.•~nt. 

Public statement not requ1recl, Public en•J i ronm':nt.ci l :; t. rt t. '~men t and 
consideration must_ be ,Ji ven to annual simpl1f1ed nl a r r>me:n t. 

external c0mrr.u n i c .:it. ir-. n (5uhclaune inclurlin<J f act.u.:i l d.=it.;, (>!;[;f'nt. i .:i l 
4. 3. 3) hut l (> { t. up • C) mnnd(Jement. as 
to how much informnt.ion to di::;clcse 

DocumP.nt. is mor•~ clecirly st. n1ct.1i red Conf11si ng arrnn<Je:n•~n· ( d l () t. () f 
crosn-refP.rr>nrrn) 

-- -------- -
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1. Enviroruuental Policy 

TC 207 /CD 14001 requires top management to formulate and adopt an 

environmental policy t.hat addresses the environmental impacts of thP compci:-.y•s 

activities, products and services. Top management is required to ensure that 

its policy is "appropriate to the nature, scale and environmental impacts of 

its activities, products or services" (subclause 4.1.a) and that these impacts 

are considered wher. ··setting its environmental objective.;" ( subclause 4. 2 .1). 

Thus it would be possible that a company establishes a policy that excludes 

certain raw materials or sources of raw materials because of their 

environmental impact. For example, CFC used in production or tropical timber 

because of its origins. 5 

2. Supplier Performance 

The provisions of TC 207/CD 14001 most likely to affect trade are thGse 

that require the scheme to consider Su?pliers. TC 207/CD 14001 requires an 

organization to establish and n1aintain a procedure to identify the 

environmental aspect:.; of goods and services and communicate any rel..?vant 

procedures to suppliers. 

standard BS 7750 illustrates how suppliers to organizations certified to an 

Experience in the United Kingdom with environmental management systems 

environmental management systems standard may be affected. Currently, there 

are 20 organizations certified to BS 7750, and all have to some extent 

investigated their suppliers. The most common way of satisfying the BS 7750 

requirement is to send out a questionnaire asking the supplier about its 

environmental performance. Questionnaires vary in complexity from the simple 

t.o the draconian. In some cases, suppliers need to undertake extensive 

investigation to answer the questions. 

For example, one certifier! company, Design for Distribution (020), has 

its own accredited vendor programme in which supplie:rs wishing to become 

accrP.cliterl vendors are requirer! to sat.isfy a set of entry criteria that 

- -------------
5 

A caveat is added that the environmental aspects of dn 
organization's activities, produ~ts or services need to be identified only 
if the organization can be expected to control or have an influence over 
them. 
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include e~vironmental critrria. Suppliers are placed in one of ~o~r ~rades 
depen~ing on their answers to the 02r questionnaire. Suppliers t'1at fail to 

improve the_r performance are dropped. 020 has taken thE. process of "greening .. 

the supplier chain one step further and is now asking its s:ippliers to 

question their own suppliers, asking, for example, Are contracts awarded 

preferentially to environmentally appealing suppliers? 

3. Coste of adjustment 

The provisions of the proposed TC 207 standards will lead to extensive 

changes in the structure and operati~n of an organization. Most of these 

changes will involve expenditt.res many companies in developing countries 

cannot afford. These include costs for: 

* Obtaining new technology. 

* Conducting training/awareness courses for personnel. 

Monitoring and measuring of activities. 

Auditing the environmental management system. 

Many companies in developing countries are not yet capable of providing these 

resources, leading to improper or late implementation of environmental 

management systems or none at all. 

4. Lack of infrastructure 

Hardly any developing count•ies have their own certification bodies to 

assess conformity with the requirements of TC 207/CO 14001. This is mainly due 

to lack of funds and missing know-how. Thus, conformity assessments will most 
likely be conducted either certification bodies based in developerl 

certification body in a developing country might not be recognized by firms 

countries do not have an accreditation body, certificatez granted by a 

countries or by international ones. Furthermore, since most developing 

in developed countries. 

E. Problems occurring if TC 207/CO 14001 were not introduced 

If TC 207/CD 14001 were not introduced there woulrl be neveral 

consequences. First, a company would have to comply with the requirements of 
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a separate environmental management system scheme in every country in which 

it is trading. Secondly, the proliferation of unilateral environmental 

ma~a~eme~t system schemes would make obtaining information about them more 

difficult. Thirdly, adjusting to different en~ironmental management systems 

schemes would cause additional costs. Fourthly, companies from developing 

co~ntries might have to be assessed for conformity by ce~tification bodies in 

edch importing country. 

IV. POSSIBLE REMEDIES FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES' CONCERNS 

The following proposals refer mainly to problems associated with eco

label ling but can easily be applied to environmental management system schemes 
a3 well. 

A. Internationally agreed-upon labela 

Consumer preferences for environment-friEndly products may cr@ate 

trading opportunities for developing countries. The pr0blem faced by ~ost 
consumers and producers is the difficulty of defining environment-friendly 

product~. E~en though in theory eco-labels should help the consumer decide on 

purcb.,1,;r,s, the great number of labels often adds to the confusion instead of 

reduciw; it. The crPation cf a single, international.ly agreed on eco-label 

inir;hr ht'lp !JJ counter the proliferation of nationdl labels, many of whL:h ar:e 

misle,1dirv1. rt might also alleviate the trade problems associated with ecr~-
1.,bel pi-r"Jr·ammes. To formulate an international label based on uniform 

cril.•.·r·i.i, rl1ffercnces in environmental, social and economic conditions have 

tr; h;, c-,>n:;irl•·r·ed and the countries that will he most affected by the label 

n<>1,r1 t." 1,.. cnnr>1ilte'..l. Any deviations from the internationally agreed-on 

criteri,1 "'.the use of a separate eco-lahcllin<J :;cheme should be ju:.tified. 

B. Mutual recognition 

'\ ''•"Jf'!rJpinrj r:n•inty's use of it:, own eco-J,;ihel C•n export good:, m,1y havp 

only l irni!Pd !;uccer;:,, mainly bcc<iuse consumer:; in dPveloped countrie:, havr? 

rer:f.'nr.:it.ion:; -ilir>ut. the quality promiser! by :.uch a lahel anrl will continiie t(J 

prf>fei- [•r·orlur:t.r; with ,;i better-known lab<?l. Tne u:.<? nf an intern;it.inn,;iJ label 

miqht thr>rrfnr·p h0 more r>uccP.r:.;ful. Hnwever,if nrit.hP.1· ;in intern<it.inn;iJ 

<JuirlPI in" nnr ;in r>co-label in c:,tabl i:.hed, ;in altP.rn.=it-.iv<? mil)ht bn thr? mutu;il 
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r~cognition of national eco-labelling schemes. The idea here is to recognize 

the validity of divergent environmental criteria and to ensure that trade 

interests are not unduly affected by that diversity. Under mutual recognition, 

if certain requirements are met, the fact that a product qualifies for an eco

label in the exporting country would be the basis for awarding it an eco-label 

in the importing country. 

There are three different types of mutual recognition. An exp:irter may 

obtain a label in the importing country, if it complies with ont of the 
following: 

* The criteria of the exporting country. 

• The PPM-related criteria of the exporting ~ountry and the product

related criteria of the importing country ("cradle-to-export-border and 

import-border-to-grave" approach). 

* The criteria of the importing country, with certification being 

undertaken, however, by the exporting country's eco-labelling programme. 

The first form of mutual recognition implies that the eco-criteria set 

up in the exporting country are equivalent to those set up in the importing 

country. The second form takes into account environmen~al conditions in both 

the producing and importing countries. The third merely entails recognition 

of the testing and verification bodies of the e-xporting country by the 

importing country. One basic requirement of the mutual recognition concept is 

mutual confidence among eco-labelling scheme authorities. 

c. Equivalency 

Another approach that would avoid trade discrimination and take into 

account environmental conditions and priorities in the producing country, in 

particular a developing country, is the concept of equivalency. When 

compatible environmental goals can be achieved in different ways, different 

criteria can be accepted as a basis for awarding eco-labels. Besides being a 

basic requirement for mutual recognition of eco-labelling schemes, the concept 

of equivalency can be used even if the exporting country does not have its own 

eco-labelling scheme. Environmental regulations in an exporting country may 

in s0me cases be accepted as equivalent to meeting eco-criteria/thresholds in 

the importing country. The concept of equivalency may also be applied to 

different eco-labelling schemes in the importing and exportinq countries. 
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Since the main idea of equivalency is to take into account environmental 

conditions in each country, it is more easily applied with process-related 

criteria than with product-related criteria. 

D. Transparency/participation 

Improving the transparency of eco-labelling schemes may also mitigate 

any potential adverse trade effects. There are a number of ways to do this: 

* Spell out environmental objectives a~d scientific principles. 

* Provide early notification of new schemes, product groups and 

criteria. 

* Solicit comments on draft criteria. 

* Publish draft criteria. 

* Arrange the participation of all interested parties in determining 

criteria and thresholds. 

* Clarify the labelling process and methodology. 

* Set up information centres. 

* Carry out information campaigns. 

* Use sound, repeatable and reproducible scientific methods when 

developing criteria. 

* Make the rationale and details on which the eco-labelling scheme is 

based clear and open for examination. 

E. Technical assistance 

Many developing countries lac~ the technical know-how to establish their 

own eco-labelling schemes. Technical assistance in testing and verifying 

products and plants by developed countries or international organizations 

could overcome this problem. The fact that such assistance has been rendered 

may lend credibility to the eco-lahels of a developing country. Testing, 

certification and verification can also be undertaken by international 

ce~~Lfication firms. Ho~t~er, if rights are awarded to only a fe~ 

international certification firms, they may set excessi•1ely h~gh prices. 

Therefore efforts must be made to encourage competition. 
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F. The provisions of the agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade 

The agreement on Technico.l Barriers to Trade (TBT), a subsidiary 

agreement to GATT, had been established to provide transparency and 

notification disciplines on technical regulations, standards and conformity 

assessment procedures. Following significant revision of the TBT, the 

definitions for technical regulations and standards now include process and 

production methods relating to the final characteristics of the prod.:ct 

(previously they had included only the final characteristics of the products). 

It seems that to the extent that eco-labelling schemes create standards 

or technical regulations stipulating product characteris~ics or PPMs related 

to those product characteristics, they are subject to the disciplines of TBT. 

In particular, mandatory eco-labelling schemes follow under articles 2 and 3 

of the TBT, while voluntary eco-labelling schemes are covered by article 4 of 

the TBT and by the Codes of Good Practice for the Preparation, Adoption and 

Application of Standards. 

TBT requires adherence to five principles: 

* Non-discrimination against imported products. 

* Transparency in the development and implementation of standards. 

* Acceptarice of equivalent technical standards of other countries. 

* Special and differential treatment for developing countries. 

* Scientific basis for standards. 

Under TBT, technical standards that have an impact on trade are 

permitted only to the extent that they are the least t~ade-restrictive measure 

necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective. A legitimate objective is defined 

to include the prevention of deceptive practices and the protection of human 

health or zafety, animal or plant life or health, or the environment. If a 

technical standard is created to fulfil one of these legitimate objectives anrl 

is based on an international ztandard, it is presumed not to be an unnecessary 

obstacle to internati0nal trade and, therefore, consistent with GATT. 

An eco-labelling ~ystem, even thou~h voluntary, might be considered as 

causing unnecessary barriers to trade under the provisions of TBT if: 
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* The crite~ia that the product must conform to in order to qualify for 

the label, in particular w4th regard to the u~e of raw materials and 

production and pr::icessing methods, are not based on objective or 

scientific consideratior. or fail to take adequately in~o account the 

production pr0cesses prevailing in other countties. 

* Procedures for verification in granting the label are ~n~eces~arily 

strict or rigorous, making it almost impossible for a foreign 

producer to obtain the label. 

* The eco-label is adopted f~r a product that is almost entirely imported 

and the right to grant an eco-label rests Pntirely with the authorities 

of the iraporting countries. 

G. others 

A number of other measures might lessen the potential adverse effects 

of eco-labelling schemes: 

Prom~te the credibil ty of eco-labels, espt:icially those from 

developing countries, and the1r acceptance by consumers. 

Facilitate the transfer of cleaner technology to developing countries. 

Provide finan~ial support •jy developed countries) to help developing 

countries iMi~ove their environment1l ~erformance. 

• Increase the awureness of consumers and industry abo11t environment

friendly pro·!ucts. 

ImplemPnt. en•Ji1·rmrnental m<>nc.qernent systems to c..;;sess the costs anc 

benefits af apply1ng for <>n eco-label. 

* Improve dia i.•Jgue and cocperat ion between manufacturers and suppliers. 

• Seek greater integration ~f trade and environmental policies. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The adoption of environmental management syste~s (and the associated 

environmental auditing) and eco-labelling have the potential to inadvertently 

reduce the export competitiveness and market access of developing countries. 

Of the two actions, eco-labelling has the greater potential in the short 

run to reduce export opportunities of developing countries, assuming that it 

becomes a significant marketing tool in developed countries. Developing 

countries lack the pertinent information and infrastructure (certification and 

accreditation bodies) needed to qualify for many eco-labelling schemes. Their 

firms have limited access to cleaner technologies and would incur relatively 

high compliance costs in meeting the requirements for eco-labelling schemes, 

wh!.ch are becoming even greater with the growing use of process-related 

criteria for awarding eco-labels. In addition to having potential economic 

impacts, 2co-labelling schemes could also distort the environmental priorities 

of developing countries by diverting pollution reduction expenditures to 

address the concerns of developed countries. 

In the long run, however, environmental management systems (and the 

associated environmental auditing) has the greater potential to reduce the 

export competitiveness and market access of developing countries. Firms in 

developed countries may affect fi:::ms in developing countries by adopting 

policies that exclude the import of production inputs and products and by 

dropping intermediate suppliers in those countries if they do not meet, for 

whatever reasons, environmental standards. As in the case of eco-labelling, 

developing country firms will lack the resources to adjust to the requirements 

of environmental managemer.t systems and wil 1 have insufficient access to 

certification bodies that could provide services at a reasonable cost and in 

a timely manner. 

The TC 207 workino document~ have the potential to overcome some of 

these negative impacts. However, more efforts in the areas of international 

labels, mutual recognition, equivalency, trarisparency, participation and 

technical assistance are needed to ensure that environmental management 

systems and eco-labelling are not perceived to be or do not e\•en become 

barriers to trade. 
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